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Red River College
Moving to Become a
Carbon Neutral Campus
Mitchell Ducharme

tl

mitchellducharme@yahoo.ca
Red River College's pledge for a carbon neutral campus is an attempt to take responsibility for RRC's contributions to global climate change challenges. Becoming a
carbon neutral campus involves first, directly reducing
the amount of greenhouse gas emissions, such as carbon
dioxide, produced by operating the college and secondly,
offsetting unavoidable RRC emissions by taking them
out somewhere else.
Red River College operates a variety of systems
and programs that reduce and offset its greenhouse gas
emissions.
Red River College's 2007 Pledge for a Carbon
Neutral Campus Campaign involved the purchase and
installation of over 300 trees and shrubs around the
Notre Dame campus, that essentially absorb certain
greenhouse gasses. The Princess Street Campus has
a rooftop garden as well as a state of the art carbon
monoxide monitoring system, computerized efficient
lighting controls, advanced mechanical air exchange and
one of the largest integrated solar arrays in Canada. It
is "integrated" because the solar technology is installed
within the panes of glass in the thermal windows facing
William Avenue,. The solar panel system generates 12
KW of power, enough to power six homes for one year.
Red River College has also been successful with the

Recycling and Waste Reduction Program. In the previous year, an estimated 20 per cent of all waste generated at the Notre Dame, Princess Street and Stevenson
Aviation and Aerospace campuses was diverted from the
landfill
The introduction of the Equitrac user registration
system for printing has made a dramatic difference in
paper consumption and waste -- as much as a 30 per
cent drop in in the libraries last year. RRC also has an
excellent composting program, due to the efforts of
Culinary Arts staff and students, the RRC Food Services
Department, the Red River Recyclers and the Grounds
and Pavement staff.
The college's composting program, implemented in
2002, has contributed significantly to the diversion of
organic waste from landfill sites. In 2006/2007 a total of
16.7 metric tons of organic material were collected from
the kitchens. Composting is an excellent way to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions while diverting organic waste
from landfills The finished compost also improves soil
texture, air circulation and water retention in flower
beds and gardens.
-The newest environmental initiative at RRC will be
the introduction of a biodegradable food service line at
the Notre Dame campus in the fall. These will be things
like plates, bowls, cups and to-go containers that will be
made from corn, sugarcane and other non-petroleum
products.

CARBON NEUTRAL?
Companies, schools, individuals and even major events that add polluting emissions to the
atmosphere are jumping on the green bandwagon and taking responsibility for climate
change. These groups "reduce" their emissions
by purchasing carbon offsets. Carbon offsets
are usually financial donations to other companies that research and develop alternative
sources of energy, which don't pollute the
atmosphere. Wind farms, solar installations,
or energy efficiency projects are popular
choices. By making these donations, groups
apply them to their own emissions and reduce
their impact on the climate.
Recent carbon neutral adopters include:
the Olympics, the Soccer World Cup, airlines
(the British government even offsets flights
for employees), the World Bank, and musicians like Coldplay and the Rolling Stones
have offset emissions associated with their
concerts.
Some however, object to carbon offsets as
a way of appeasing guilty consciences while
making no real change to reduce emissions.
English environmentalist George Monbiot
compares purchasing offsets to religious indulgences of the Middle Ages, where people could
purchase the forgiveness of their sins instead
of actually not sinning anymore.

Manitoba Law Students Lend a Helping Hand
Nisha Tuli

editorprojector@gmail.com
On August 20, thousands of residential school survivors
accepted a landmark deal from the government that will
see the largest influx of cash ever to be handed out to
Canada's aboriginal people.
That settlement agreement has prompted a group
of University of Manitoba law students to help the
beneficiaries manage their boon.
"We want to provide people with the right information so they can make informed choices," said Calla
Coughlan, a third-year law student and program coordinator for the Pro Bono Students of Canada Residential
School Project.
The government settlement will see almost $5-billion dollars make its way to approximately 80,000
aboriginal people. Intended to compensate for the loss
of language and culture as well as sexual, physical and
emotional abuse, the money is being given to those who
were forced into residential schools.

However the down side, according to Coughlan, is
people have been attempting to defraud survivors of
their money by trying to offer them advanced loans and
attempting to sell big ticket items.
She said there is also concern that elderly people
could be taken advantage of by their children and
grandchildren.
In response, Coughlan, along with a dozen other
law students, is visiting reserves in the province and
offering free information about making wills, entering
into contracts and fraud protection.
She said they have received a great response.
"At first there can be some hesitation and mistrust,"
she said. "But we try to be open and straightforward
with them. In Peguis, we had some troubles at first, but
by the end everyone really opened up to us and they
were asking a lot of questions. They've even asked us to
come back."
The law students have been to Peguis First Nation
and trips are planned to Rouseau River, Norway House
and Cross Lake. The Law Foundation of Manitoba is

covering their travel expenses.
Liz McCandless founded the residential schools
program last year because she wanted to help those
living in remote communities.
"Anyone taking the time to go out there usually has
their own agenda," she said.
A direct contrast to the students' work is the 40-million dollar landslide that Regina lawyer, Tony Merchant,
will earn from residential school claims. Merchant has
been criticized by many since the information first appeared in the trade journal Canadian Lawyer Magazine
last August.
Coughland said she couldn't comment on
Merchant's case, but said students' pro bono program is
important to her.
"I feel like when you get to go to university you gain
these skills and knowledge and it's a privilege," she said.
"I feel I should share that with people who don't have
access to that knowledge. After all, how can you make a
good choice without information?"

Red River College

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Make ft t/ ours!
Message from the Executive

Feel Free to
contact us at:

The executives from your Students' Association would like to thank everyone who came out to
the events during our Kick-Off Week. We all had a blast and hoped you all had a wonderful
time as well. It is always great to see everyone come out and enjoy themselves and to let us
know who we're representing.

Angie
Herrera
President

If you are interested in representing the student body or your class, we encourage you to come
out and get involved. You can come down to CM20 at the Notre Dame Campus or our office
located next to the Mercantile at the Princess Street Campus to get the Student Advisory Board
or Class Rep forms. It is a great learning experience that will further benefit you for future jobs
and careers.

(204)632-2474

Dean
Mary

We have met a lot of great people and have heard a lot of great new ideas during the Kick-Off
Week. If anyone has any new ideas that you think would be worth trying, or any events that
you would like,to have, we are more than happy to hear them out.

Vice President
Academic
(204)632-2477

So, we at the Students' Association would like to thank you all again for coming out and hope to
hear from you again.

Lovell
Li

Do YOU HAVE IDEAS ON HOW THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
CAN BETTER SERVE THE STUDENTS OF RED RIVER COLLEGE?

VP Support
Services
(204)632-2480

Do YOU WANT AN EXPERIENCE THAT WILL BENEFIT
YOU IN YOUR FUTURE JOBS AND CAREERS?

JOIN THE
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD

Dale
Gledhill

To FIND OUT MORE, VISIT US AT CM20 AT THE NOTRE DAME CAMPUS
OR P110 AT THE PRINCESS STREET CAMPUS

Vice President
Princess Street
(204)949-8466

Class Reps Needed!
Meet with Dean every month at Notre Dame, or with Dale at Princess Street, to get
information on the upcoming month.

Up Coming Events
Sept. 10—Sept.24
Student Oktoberfest
@ Coyotes
Thursday, Sept. 27
The ONLY Student
Oktoberfest in the
city!!!
U of M and RRC
Tickets available at the
Ox and the Mercantile
Tickets only SS
Find us on FACEBOOK
"Red River College
Students' .1ssoeiation -

TIIE
SA AVEIISITE
NVIVNV.RIZCSA.CONI

Also, voice any concerns you or your classmates may have and we will try to
resolve them for you.
I

For forms or more information come to CM20 at Notre Dame or P110 at Princess Street
Oh yah...
You get free pizza!
I.
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STUDENT HEALTH & DENTAL PLAN
OPT-OUT DEADLINE

11-'1111-11'. Lie I l l IL 5'

30 Days from Start Date of
Full Time Program
OPT IN -RETURNING STUDENTS:
30 Days from Start Date of Full Time
Program
FAMILY ADD ON DEADLINE:
30 Days from Start Date of Full Time
Program
Phone: 632- 2503
Notre Dame Campus: Room FM66
Princess Street Campus: SA Office P-120
www.gallivan.ca
E-mail: sahealth@rrc.mb.ca

Notre Dame Campus
CM2o - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

WATCH TOR A LILT OF CLUB, IN
TILE
OCODER EDITION!
YOU MIGHT WIND ONE YOU LIKE
OR CET AN IDEA TO !TART YOUR
OWN!
COME TALK TO
LOVELL LI FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Princess Street Campus
Pito-16o Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Does Anyone Else Smell Teen
Spirit?
Adalena Franford

hola18985@hotmail.com

Marc Emery - The prince of pot

Are you eager to roll a fresh joint, sit back and
enjoy the night? Do you go to a party with the
intention of getting baked? If this sounds like
you, then according to the United Nations 2007
World Drug Report, you are contributing to the
growing number of Canadians who are lighting
up.
The UNODC (United Nations Office of Drugs
and Crime) 2007 World Drug Report is a statistical analysis on the consumption and production of the global drug scene. The report shows
Canadians between the ages of 15 and 65 are
fifth in the world with regards to cannabis consumption at 16.8 per cent of the population. In
comparison with United States at 12.6 per cent
and the Netherlands at 6.1 per cent, it becomes
obvious that Canadians like their pot.
Michael Bigelow, a high school teacher in
Pinawa Manitoba, views a level of change in
tolerance of marijuana use. He believes the
situation used to be clear-cut, but now, "it's
not so black and white anymore. There's more
acceptance."
He said, "I wouldn't be so narrow to think
that it's an evil pursuit. People have a predisposition to certain things; you just need to keep a
balance."
Marc Emery, aka the Prince of Pot, is the
current leader of the British Columbia Marijuana
Party. He is facing extradition in the United
States in November for selling marijuana seeds

across the border. "They [parents] should be
grateful that their children are smarter then
them", said Emery, talking about increased
marijuana usage in Canadian teens.
But Manitoba tokers have a cooler head to
deal with.
Gavin Whittaker ran in the 2004 federal
election for the Manitoba Marijuana Party and
understands the view that most Canadians seem
to have.
"What you do in your own home is you own
business...it's about free choice, don't push it on
people," he said.
Whittaker believes that it's a person's own
responsibility to educate them self on what
they're doing to their body to maintain a normal
lifestyle.
But if recent headlines are anything to go by,
the heavy users of marijuana should be worried.
A report linking heavy marijuana use to an increased risk of psychosis published in the medical
journal The Lancet generated a media frenzy this
summer.
The report found that people who used marijuana had roughly a 40 per cent higher chance of
developing a psychotic disorder later in life, but
the overall risk remained low.
Jaymi Snorrason, 19, admits that smoking
marijuana makes her mind foggy and she finds
it hard to concentrate sometimes. "I mean it kills
brain cells," she said.
However, she added, this doesn't stop her
personal desire of "getting baked and drinking a
bottle of whisky with some friends."

Advertising in Student Day
Planner Causes Stir on
Chris Webb

newsprojector@gmail.com
An advertisement for Halliburton that appears on
page 46 of a student day planner produced by the Red
River College Students' Association, has some new and
returning students concerned about ethical advertising
standards on campus.
Hallibiirton is a U.S. based multinational corporation, which has come under legal and public criticism
for several controversial deals with the United States
Government involving the Iraq war.
It is the largest private contractor in Iraq, and
reportedly reaped as much as $20.1 billion in contracts
from the U.S. invasion.
Vice-President Dick Cheney is the former owner of
the corporation—conflict of interest accusations against
Cheney are numerous.
The controversial ad encourages college graduates to
seek "a world-class job" with the company.
Jessica Penner, a second-year Design Multimedia
Technology student, says she is shocked by the ad and
criticizes the college administration for promoting the
corporation. "As a community college, the college should
be endorsing as many community building companies
as possible, rather than money-hungry mega companies
based out of the United States," she said. "By promoting
Halliburton, the college is essentially promoting the
same corrupt morals and principals as Halliburton."
Student association Advertising Coordinator, Guy
Lussier, said he doesn't personally have an issue with
the ad appearing in the day planner.
"Some people could have a problem with this ad,
sure, but it's up to the individual. If we don't want to
offend anyone with advertising, we wouldn't make any
money," he said. Lussier added that he is not aware of
any college policy that screens potential advertisers for
ethical business practices.
"It doesn't really bother me," said second year
Business Administration student Kyle Didar," but I can
see that some students might be worried about certain
companies."
Penner insists there should be a policy in place
screening companies interested in advertising at the
college.
"Each company that has an ad in the Student Day

Planner should reflect the views and intentions of the
college," she said.
Business Administration students Erin Katz and
Steven Budowski said an advertising policy that makes
sure companies have ethical business practices would be
helpful to students. "I think a policy is definitely a good
idea," said Budowski.
"There are even ads in some of our classrooms, and
we don't know why they're there." Katz added that the
college has a responsibility to students when choosing
advertisers on campus. "If they're going to support business, we should at least be sure that these are companies
that are ethical," she said.
Student association president, Angie Herrera, said
she doesn't think Halliburton is the greatest ethical
company to advertise for, and suggests that an advertising monitoring policy may be beneficial in the future.
College president Jeff Zabudsky could not be
reached for comment.

Teach English
Overseas

A MESSAGE FROM RED RIVER COLLEGE
PARKING SERVICES.
In an effort to reduce the possibility of receiving a ticket while
parked on Red River College property, Parking Services
would like to remind you of the following:
All vehicles parked on Red River College property must either
display a receipt issued from one of our Parking dispensers or an

• Intensive 60-Hour Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detailed Lesson Planning
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials
• Internationally Recognized Certificate
• Teacher Placement Service
• Money Back Guarantee Included
• Thousands of Satisfied Students

„a y

OXFORD
SEMINARS

1.800.779.17791780.428.8700

www.oxfordseminars.com

R.R.C. Parking pass purchased from Student Services in
D101. All vehicles displaying a parking pass must be
registered to the pass.
While Security Services staff are on 24 hour patrol of Red River
College property, please help protect your vehicle by following
these simple steps:
Closing your windows and locking your doors.
Park in well lit areas at night.
Keep your garage door opener out of sight.
Take your possessions with you or lock them in the trunk.
Never leave your driver's licence, registration, identification or
other important documents in your vehicle.

immediately report any suspicious person or
activity to Security at 632-2323.
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I Write What I Like
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Only Kurt Vonnegut
Remembers

Victim of Circumstance
goatsong@rocketmail.com

Controversy erupted over
the summer when Avril Lavigne
allegedly ripped off the song "I
Want To Be Your Boyfriend" by
the Rubinoos, to create her hit
song, "Girlfriend." This wouldn't
be the first time an artist has been
accused of ripping off another
artist and not giving credit. One
of the first cases of plagiarism was
when the writer of the "Alphabet Song" sued the writer
of "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star" because it sounded too
similar, and this has still not been settled. Try humming
each of them and decide for yourself.
There is a long history of artists suing other artists
in the music industry because of "similarities." George
Harrison got sued because someone thought his song
"My Sweet Lord" sounded a little too similar to "He's
So Fine" by the Chiffons. Ray Parker Jr. got in trouble
because "Ghostbusters" sounded a bit too much like
"Power of Love" by Huey Lewis and the News. Hell, John
Fogerty got sued for plagiarizing himself in the 80's!
Getting sued because you sound too much like yourself
is insane.
Music is more about litigation than inspiration
these days and this has just got to end. The Rubinoos
should stop any legal action because they won't get any
more famous than they are right now, and they won't

sell any more records than they have since the 70s. Their
name is out in the press and all over the internet and
they've even managed to have me write their name
down. Damn it!
Music is all in the ear of the beholder. One person's
Mozart is another's Van Halen. As a journalist, I always
try to remain objective and never take sides, but when
you hear the Rubinoos song against Avril's, it is clear
that hers is better. If I were the Rubinoos, I would be
sending Avril flowers and thanking her for having a
similar thought.
But what about Nickelback, Theory of a Deadman,
Hinder and Puddle of Mudd? Aside from being horrible
bands that I'll never see; completely derivative of each
other; not contributing anything to the musical landscape; and owing everything they are to Nirvana...umm,
what's my point again? I forget, but these bands suck.
Just had to say it.
This controversy is like, so whatever. Ultimately
Avril is not going to suffer from the plagiarism claim,
in fact, I think it will be quite the opposite. And once
people start accepting the fact that two or more artists
can have similar thoughts, and not go out and sue each
other, the better for all involved.
Until then, let me quote a song that I wrote to help
guide Avril through these dark days: "Now that it's raining more than ever, know that we still have each other,
you can stand under my gazebo...ebo...ebo...ebo."

"There were barricades on the
main road leading into the ruins.
Germans were stopped there. They
were not permitted to explore
the moon," wrote the late Kurt
Vonnegut. The ruined lunar landscape he talks about is the German
city of Dresden. Firebombed by the Allied Powers in
the Second World War, the Dresden bombing remains a
symbol of gratuitous violence and one of the Allies most
controversial decisions.
The bombing was part of a strategic campaign aimed
at weakening German morale and destroying weapon
and supply lines. The intent is known, the number
of civilian deaths can be estimated, but the effect on
Germany's war-time production remains debatable.
This debate has been seen as "offensive" and "disrespectful" by Canada's National Council of Veterans
Associations who have finally, after much haranguing
and complaining, been given a voice in rewording a
plaque at the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa.
The plaque reads, "The value and morality of the
strategic bomber offensive against Germany remains
bitterly contested."
A sentence which the council claims amounts to crying "war criminal" at Canada's veterans.
The decision by the museum to change the wording
of the exhibit to be less "offensive" to veterans and their
families was decried by historians across the country as
revisionist and a manipulation of facts. Even the Toronto
Star criticized the decision in a recent editori a l: "museums are not cenotaphs or dispensers of sanitized public
relations... There isn't a word in the bombing exhibit that
isn't demonstrably true, a fact recognized by historians
everywhere."
Museums should be independent voices, not
controlled and manipulated by outside groups with an
agenda to push. Museums should be forums of social
responsibility, not places where debate is silenced by the
stranglehold of political niceties.
What this decision reflects to a greater extent is
even more worrying. A semantic change may seem small,
but it goes to show that questioning militarism in all its
forms is still taboo.
Remember those white peace-poppies and the stir
they caused? Veterans, families, and politicians were furious. But the point of the white poppies wasn't anti-veteran, or even anti-war, it was about peace, it was about an
alternative. No Canadian doubts the bravery and sacrifice
of soldiers in the Second World War -- what some have
doubts about is the military as a symbol which personifies Canadian-ism. Even the recent controversial "support our troops" ribbons on police cars in Ottawa failed
to draw significant criticism from the city's councilors.
Once again, opposition to the idea of militarism—now in
a modern day conflict—as an entrenched and essential
part of Canada wasn't questioned.
"The nicest veterans... I thought, the kindest and
funniest ones, the ones who hated war the most, were
the ones who'd really fought," writes Vonnegut.
Vonnegut was a prisoner of war and a survivor of the
Dresden bombing.

irADISH
dougmcarthur0@gmail.com

Woman Uses LOL as
Punctuation: Online
Chatting Becomes
Meaningless, Emotionless
Void
Online chatting became a meaningless, emotionless void Sunday after
18-year-old Veronica Hardin, better known as kittenmittens87, used LOL in place of a period after every sentence of a 45-minute-long chat session with friend and
confidant Becca Feldham.
The result of said conversation is the exacerbation of
every ounce of emotion possible to express through the
internet. Millions of users across the globe attempted to
become angry or hurt by the killing of feelings online,
but were unable to do so. Experts are calling the phenomenon "emotional constipation."
"I don't know how to describe what's going on inside
me. I used to know what joy was like when someone
would email me a video of a monkey drinking its own
urine. I could reply LOL, and that was enough to let them
know I was giggling to myself in the comfort of my basement," said Martin Van Grumsbold, a sad, sad 47-year
old man who still lives with his mother.
"Now, I just stare at the screen, unable to relay to my
girlfriend in Russia, who is a model, by the way, that I'm
making a very clever pun about Greedo shooting first by
using a colon and a capital P."
Hardin has been using Microsoft's instant messaging
monolith MSN Messenger since its release in 1999, when
she was only a child. Using the software, she conversed
with friends, and soon picked up on popular internet
shorthand; like :) to indicate happiness, :( to indicate
discontent, and the ever popular LOL, an abbreviation
for Laughing Out Loud.
"When we started chatting online, it was so innocent," said Feldham. "Those little things used to mean
something."
The arrangement of symbols to create images
representative of feelings in the online world is known
as an emoticon, a portmanteau of emotion and icon. But
now, the emotion has been squarely left behind, thanks
to Hardin's flagrant overuse of LOL.
"We were just kids, fooling around with the computer when we wanted to get away from doing homework.
I had no idea it would come to this," said Hardin, as she
wiped a tear rolling down her cheek.
"I didn't really laugh out loud at all," said Hardin.
And now, I'll never have the chance again."
Internet experts and grammar Nazis have long
predicted the demise of communicating over the internet
since online chatting became popular in the mid-nineties
with the rise of chat software like ICQ, MSN Messenger
and Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Silicon Valley communications expert William Reichert couldn't be happier with
the situation.
wlhe day has finally come where people will realize
that the internet is not for such frivolous things, and get
back to its one true purpose," said Reichert. "Which, of
course, is massively parallel computing to discover life on
other planets. Or maybe to discover the perfect amount
of cheese for microwave nachos. That's always been a life
goal of mine."

Casey and Point
casey_gibb@hotmail.com
I have good news. A university professor in Alberta, Mr.
Jonathan Schaeffer, has created
a computer program that can
play checkers perfectly. Phew!
It's about time! People have been
playing checkers against other
people for centuries.
In fact, checkers is thought
to be one of the most ancient
games in the world, possibly
dating back to ancient Mesopotamia. And now, finally,
we don't have to bother.
A computer can just take care of that for us.
Professor Schaeffer started his computer, which
he calls Chinook, in 1989 and for 18 years it ran, and
computed, and played and re-played, until finally it
stopped. It had solved the game of checkers.
There is no human being, and no other
computer for that matter, on the planet that can beat
Chinook at checkers.
Professor Schaeffer had to take his laptop with
him everywhere he went, constantly checking on
Chinook to make sure not one calculation was off. His
wife threatened to leave him, his friends stopped calling, but the good professor pushed ahead.
I personally am grateful that Mr. Schaeffer and
the University of Alberta had the foresight to dedicate so much time and money to this project.
I mean come on, like a scientist at one of the
countries most technologically advanced universities
has anything else to do!
It's not like AIDS is actually going to be cured,
why spend money there? And I'm sure the hundreds
of thousands of children in sub-Saharan Africa who
die of malaria every year would much rather a university spend its money on a really cool checkers computer than on creating some sort of icky medicine.
Yup, this was money and time well spent.
I used to be bitter that the Canadian government
gave me such a small student loan, barley enough to
cover the cost of books in my first year of university,
but now I know where the money was going.

Had Professor Schaeffer not received thousands
upon thousands of dollars in government grants over
the years, there wouldn't be a sweet, checkers-playing
computer like Chinook.
A man in Russian has already begun a project to
create a computer that can beat Chinook. He's using
his own funds and claims he'll be done within the
next two years.
So, be proud.
Thanks to thousands of government dollars, and
18 years of devotion by a Canadian scientist, we'll
have the best checkers computer in the world for
about a year and a half.

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Notre Dame Campus
North Gym 11:45 am - 6:45 pm I Mon-Fri I 632-2399
X-RR-Cise Loft, Fitness & Specialty classes, Intramurals,
Professional Fitness Services.
Fitness Classes are Free the week of Sept 17th. Registration ends Sept. 21

Princess St. Campus
Exchange Fitness Center — Adelaide Building
6:00 am -10:00 pm I Mon-Sun 1949-8499
Cardio & Weight equipment, Fitness Classes, Professional Fitness Services
Fitness Classe are Free the week of Sept 24th. Registration ends Oct. 2 at 12:00
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Our Town
Oct. 18 - Nov. 10/07

4-1

kNlit ,N11111,

The Importance
of Being Earnest

Fiddler on
the Roof

Shakespeare's
Dog

Nov. 22 - Dec. 15/07

Jan. 3 - 26/08

Feb. 14 - Mar. 8/08

The Syringa Tree

Dreamgirls

Mar. 20 - Apr. 12/08

Apr. 24 - May 17/08
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nAvID MAMFT

GLEN ROSS
Jan. 24 Feb. 9/08

RICK MILLER &
DANIEL BROOKS

Part of

411MAMETFEST200131

IkVilAiSSON & BETH KATES

ROPE'S
END

THE SATCHMO'

SAT(

March 13
-March
29/08

Feb. 21 March 8/08
2007/08 MAINSTAGE
SERIES

TIME

OUR TOWN

EARNEST

Thu 03E 0

8pm

Oct 18

Nov 22

SPECIAL CAMPUS OFFER FOR FULL-TIME STUDENTS.

AVAILABLE PERFORMANCES

FIDDLER
Jan 3

DOG

SYRINGA DREAMGIRLS

Feb 14
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Apr 24

Fri 04E

8pm
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Sat 06E

9pm

Oct 20
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8pm
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Sat 14E

9pm
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Mar 29
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8pm

Oct 29

Dec 3

Jan 14

Feb 25

Mar 31

May 5

Thu 19E

8pm

Nov 1

Dec 6

Jan 17

Feb 28

Apr 3

May 8

MTC Mainstage 6 plays for $60 I MTC Warehouse 4 plays for $40
Maximum 2 Mainstage and 2 Warehouse subscriptions at this special rate. Prices include CRF + GST.

STUDENT NAME

INSTITUTION (photocopy of full-time enrollment MUST accompany order)

May 2

HOME ADDRESS

POSTAL CODE

May 3

■ Please choose the series you prefer (see calendar to the left for dates). Please give us your 1st and 2nd choices.

Fri 20E

8pm

Nov 2

Dec 7

Jan 18

Feb 29

Apr 4

May 9

Mainstage

1st choice

9pm

Nov 3

Dec 8

Jan 19

Mar 1

Apr 5

May 10

(i.e. Thu 27E see calendar left)

2nd choice

Mon 23E

8pm

Nov 5

Dec 10

Jan 21

Mar 3

Apr 7

May 12

Thu 27E

8pm

Nov 8

Dec 13

Jan 24

Mar 6

Apr 10

May 15

Fri 28E

8pm

Nov 9

Dec 14

Jan 25

Mar 7

Apr 11

May 16

Sat 306

9pm

Nov 10

Dec 15

Jan 26

Mar 8

Apr 12

May 17

Mainstage subscriptions @ $60

0 = Opening Night

Warehouse

1st choice

(i.e. Fri 10E see calendar left)

2nd choice

M = Monday Mix - Pre-show (7pm) chat with theatre professionals

SERIES

TIME

GLENGARRY

ROPE'S END

Subtotal $

Warehouse subscriptions g $40

Subtotal $
Total $

AVAILABLE PERFORMANCES

HARDSELL

E-MAIL

Seating availability for each series varies according to performance and will be on a first - come, first - served basis.

Sat 22E

2007/08 WAREHOUSE

HOME PHONE NUMBER

■

Payment by

❑ cheque (no postdated cheques)

❑ Visa

❑ MasterCard

❑

Amex

SATCHMO'

Thu 02E 0

8pm

Nov 15

Jan 24

Feb 21

Mar 13

Fri 03E

8pm

Nov 16

Jan 25

Feb 22

Mar 14

Sat 05 E

8:30pm

Nov 17

Jan 26

Feb 23

Mar 15

Mon 06E

8pm

Nov 19

Jan 28

Feb 25

Mar 17

Thu 09E

8pm

Nov 22

Jan 31

Feb 28

Mar 20

Fri 10E

8pm

Nov 23

Feb 1

Feb 29

Mar 21

Sat 12E

8:30pm

Nov 24

Feb 2

Mar 1

Mar 22

Mon 13E

8pm

Nov 26

Feb 4

Mar 3

Mar 24

Thu 16E

8pm

Nov 29

Feb 7

Mar 6

Mar 27

Fri 17E

8pm

Nov 30

Feb 8

Mar 7

Mar 28

Sat 19E

8:30pm

Dec 1

Feb 9

Mar 8

Mar 29

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

EXPIRY DATE

SIGNATURE

❑

Interac (in person only at MTC Patron Services, address & hours below)

FAX to 943-7189 or MAIL to MTC Patron Services, 174 Market Ave,
R3B OP8 or VISIT IN PERSON at 174 Market Ave, Mon to Sat, 10am - 6pm.
RI, the nature of theatre that the availability of rights and performers may necessitate occasional changes to a season. NB: No refunds. No phone exchanges. Exchanges may only

SORRY no phone orders. You can

be made to a performance of the same play from the dates offered for Si/ticket. A $2.00 service charge for same-day exchanges or upgrade charge to higher-priced performance or
seating section may apply. Exchanges not available for another play or missed performances. This highly discounted offer is available to FULL-TIME STUDENTS AT U of W, U of M, and
RRC only. Proof of full- time enrollment must be supplied at time of ordering. Offer expires at 6:00pm, Saturday, Oct. 20/07.
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Victoria denied injunction against
homeless people
David Koch
The Martlet (University of Victoria)
VICTORIA (CUP) — Homeless people in Victoria
have won a small victory in their upcoming Charter challenge to have their rights to sleep outside recognized.
A B.C. Supreme Court judge has dismissed an
application from the City of Victoria for a permanent
injunction that would have restricted homeless people
from setting up another tent city in a downtown park.
The application, which was rejected on Aug. 13, is
a small victory in an ongoing campaign for homeless
people's "right to sleep."
Irene Faulkner and Catherine Boies Parker, two lawyers working on the case, said that bylaws which make
it illegal to sleep overnight in parks violate homeless
people's rights under the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. They plan to challenge the constitutionality of those bylaws in September.
"The way things are standing right now, we'll be looking to move ahead with the trial on Sept. 4," Faulkner
said. "This is great news on our side."
In a video posted on HomelessNation.org last
month, Boies Parker said, "The underlying issue is the

constitutionality of the bylaws that make it illegal to
sleep outside."
Boies Parker and Faulkner argue that Victoria's laws
deprive homeless people of security by preventing them
from sleeping outside while the city that lacks shelter
spaces. Section 7 of the Charter guarantees security of
the person.
They also said that the bylaws have a disproportionate effect on homeless people, violating their Section 15
right to equality before the law.
If the application for an injunction had been successful, the B.C. Supreme Court may have refused to
hear their case.
The details of the injunction would have banned
people from damaging trees and preventing others from
enjoying Cridge Park, which is located at Belleville and
Blanshard Streets in downtown Victoria.
According to Bruce Jordan, a lawyer for the city, the
point of the application was to prevent the park from
being "occupied," as it was in October 2005, when a
group of about 20 homeless people set up camp there.
The activities targeted by the injunction, though,
are already prohibited by local bylaws. But, while the city
usually hands out fines for broken bylaws, this isn't as

Red River College Students'
Association Presents

Oktoberfest
Thursday, Sept. 27
Coyotes Nite Club

RRC and U OF M

One Night Only!!!
Live Entertainment
Brat C Beer Specials
5500 Cash Giveaway
Tickets $8 at the Ox
and Mercantile

MTS

effective with homeless people, Jordan explained.
"They could issue tickets, but many people are saying that they are homeless, so issuing tickets wouldn't
achieve the desired end," Jordan said.
Violating an injunction, on the other hand, can
result in a contempt of court charge.
The issue is not new. In 2005, the City won a 10month injunction that banned people at Cridge Park
from activities such as sleeping outside, which Victoria's
bylaws also prohibit. Although that injunction has
expired, the bylaws remain in place and continue to
generate controversy.
David Johnston, who has been arrested before for
sleeping at St. Ann's Academy, a provincially owned
property next to Cridge Park, said that he is willing to be
arrested again so that courts will face the issue.
He also said that he will not eat as long as he is in
jail. Johnston fasted for 36 consecutive days in prison
last year.
"Government has a responsibility not to maliciously attack people who are providing for themselves,"
Johnston said.
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AirSource
212 Henderson Hwy.
989-2954
AirSource
1200 McPhillips St.
989-2927
AirSource
671 Pembina Hwy.
925-1260
AirSource
2599 Pembina Hwy. at Bison Dr.
261-1234
AirSource
Portage Place
946-0721
AirSource
2609 Portage Ave. at Moray
954-2939
AirSource
1500 Regent Ave. W.
988-3080
AirSource

Northgate Shopping Centre
336-0233
AirSource
1504 St. Mary's Rd.
987-3444
AirSource
St. Vital Centre Kiosk
989-2939
AirSource
St. Vital Centre
989-2940
Krazy Krazy
1509 St. Matthews Ave.
772-0461
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1132 Portage Ave.
231-1600
SI Wireless Communications
661 Corydon Ave.
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Teleco
888 St. James St.
831-1234
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Canada Post Skywalk
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Versus Wireless
871 Notre Dame Ave.
779-8533
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Krazy Krazy
824-18th St.
727-4279
wecellwireless.ca
443 10th Street
727-2381
DAUPHIN

Rick's Electronics
21-3rd Avenue N.E.
638-3699
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE
Will Compute
16 5askachewan Ave. W.
239-0810
STEINBACH

Nickel Communications
107 Hwy. 12 N
326-4988
KENORA

DOUBLE THE FUN WITH

Donny Bs
39 Main Street
468-3084
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Kildonan Place Mall
667-8248
Polo Park Mall
774-2412
Garden City Mall
339-8895
The Shops of Winnipeg Square
944-8070
BRANDON
Brandon Shoppers Mall
571-6976
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LINE
942-1400

STUDENTS GET TWICE AS MANY FRIENDS ON A MY5 PLAN.

UNLIMITED CANADA-WIDE TALK &TEXT.'
ANY NETWORK.

CANADA'S MOST RELIABLE NETWORK'

ROGERS

rogers.com/MY

GO TO ROGERS.COM, 1-888-ROG ERS2, A ROGERS WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS.
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ii WIRELESSWAVE »

Limited time offer. 'Offer available on $40/month MY5 Student Plan with a 36-month service agreement. Requires proof of a valid Canadian college or university identification from a participating educational institution. A $6.95 monthly System Access Fee (nongovernment fee), a monthly 50Q 911 Emergency Access Fee and a one-time $35 Activation Fee applies in addition to the monthly service fee. Early cancellation fees apply. See in-store for details. Unlimited local calls, Canadian long distance calls and text messages
applicable to the 10 phone numbers designated on the MY5 list. Unlimited Canadian long distance calling applies only to calls initiated or received from your Rogers Wireless phone anywhere in Canada to and from a MY5 designated number. Only-10 digit Canadian-based
phone numbers are eligible for the MY5 service. U.S. and international long distance, text to landline and roaming will be charged when applicable. Other conditions apply, visit www.rogers.com/my5 for details. 'Most reliable network claim refers to call clarity and dropped
calls test results as conducted by Rogers and a recognized third-party research company in the majority of urban Canadian centres within the Rogers Wireless footprint, comparing voice services of the major wireless providers. "'Trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc.
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New Street Photo Essay by Mark Reimer
markreimer@mts.net
TELUS STORES &
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Winnipeg —
Red River College

Corral your Faye 8 friends.

St. Vital Centre
(204) 254-3879
Polo Park Shopping Centre
(204) 772-6702
Kenaston Power Centre
(204) 489-8367
Brian Reimer Audio
1053 St. Marys Rd.
(204) 256-7724
Empowered
Communications
Unicity Mall
4 - 3653 Portage Ave.
(204) 487-3330
Empowered
Communications
Garden City
Shopping Centre
2305 McPhillips St.
(204) 338-0867
Empowered
Communications
Portage Place
Shopping Centre
239 - 393 Portage Ave.
(204) 946-0226
Ipix Digital
St. Vital Mall
(204) 253-8239
1pix Digital
Shops of Winnipeg Square
(204) 942-4048

My Favee Student
from $25/month .

Show your Student ID and get unlimited local talk & text.
Any 8 friends. Any network:

Micro-Hightech
Communications
1348 Main St.
(204) 783-1885
Phone Masters
Kildonan Place
Shopping Centre
1555 Regent Ave. W
(204) 224-0505
The Phone Masters
Communications
K - 730 St. Annes Rd.
(204) 257-0505

LG Chocolate Flip

$99.99°
(3 year term)

C

Visions

MOTOKRZRTm Samsung M620

$129.99'
(3 year term)

1130 St. James St.

$179.99'

(204) 775-7082

(3 year term)

Visions

TELUS
Get a FFEE 1GB memory cud-

the future is friendly®

1680 Pembina Hwy.
(204) 269-2372
Visions
1510 Regent Ave.
(204) 224-4644

For more details on these great offers, visit your TELUS store, authorized dealer or retailer, visit telusmobility.com or call 1-866-264-2966.
M FUTURE SHOP

LONDON
DRUGS

Offer available to new activations only on a 2 or 3 year service agreement until September 30, 2007. *Taxes, long distance, additional airtime, roaming, pay-per-use charges, monthly system access fee and monthly 911 emergency service access charges are extra. fOffer available for clients with a valid student ID card.
Clients must activate in-store to be eligible for this offer. Online activation is not available. Client's eight numbers must be Canadian domestic numbers and must set include the client's own TELUS mobile phone number, the voice mail retrieval number, toll-free or 900 numbers. Local calls must be made to or received from
client's mobile phone; roaming and/or long distance charges are extra. Text messages can only be sent and received from other mobile phones and are subject to roaming and international charges. This offer is for text messaging only and does not include picture or video messaging. Clients may change the eight
numbers once per billing cycle by visiting www.mytelusmobility.com. tOffer available until September 30, 2007. Phone effective net price based on a 3 year service agreement after in-store discount or credit on your.future TELUS monthly bill. Phone availability and pricing may vary. Prices are subject to change without
notice. **Offer available to new activations on a 3 year service agreement until September 30, 2007. Clients will receive a free 1 GB memory card ($24.99 value) with the purchase of a Samsung M620, MOTOKRZR or LG Choctilate Flip. Available only at participating locations, while quantities last. (0 2007 TELUS.
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The Wretched Hive of
Scum and Villainy
srhoude@shaw.ca

The Western Revival

Sara Atnikov
Arts & Entertainment Editor
During the week of Sept 15-23, go outside with a
piece of chalk and write your thoughts about peace
on the pavement. It's not illegal, and it is a way to
demonstrate what you really think about our world
today.
Chalk 4 Peace is an international event that
follows successful smaller Chalk 4 Peace events that
have been held in London since 2003. This year
people from Iran to Winnipeg are all being encouraged to get out and contribute.
According to www.infinitepossibilities.org/
chalk2006, "Chalk 4 Peace represents a new direction in activism. It requires no organization other
than the communication of the idea. It is self-organizing, using the streets as a form of media that
is fully accessible to the general public, and moved
by the enthusiasm of those who are touched by the
concept. Chalk is readily available everywhere. It is
harmless and temporary, yet offers a unique way to
contribute to the global conversation that shapes
our culture."
Dhara Sathya Kovac is organizing the Winnipeg
movement. She found out about Chalk 4 Peace
through friends on Myspace and Facebook. Through
a little further investigation, she decided it was
something she felt was important to be a part of.
"This is important because we all share this
world; we share a responsibility to it and to each

other. We also share a field of consciousness. What
we think, believe and act upon does have an affect.
Think of the ripple effect. One small pebble tossed
into a body of water creates ripples that expand,'
she said.
Some might see drawing on the sidewalk as
futile or pointless, but Kovac disagrees.
"One good deed can create another and another
and another. Now consider many people in close
proximity creating a huge wave. Why don't we do
what we can? We can send a message. If we ignore
opportunities to do so, we also send a message. We
can care or choose not to. We can try or ignore.
We cannot improve anything without effort. If I
could wave a wand and end war, violence, hate, and
destruction I would. I can't. I can do this though and
I can ask others to as well."
Although this is a weeklong event, mass
gatherings have usually been organized for the first
weekend as a bit of a kick off. In places like New
York and Washington people have written in highly
visible places like Union Square, and outside the
Whitehouse. Here in Winnipeg plans are underway
for a similar meeting, with places like City Hall, the
Art Gallery, and The Forks as possible places.
Kovac adds "whether or not you make it out
to the kick off, just get out alone or get a group of
friends together and get involved."

Call me cynical, but I would argue
that not since Clint Eastwood's 1992 film
"Unforgiven" has a quality, cult-status worthy Western movie been released.
In 2007, that could all change.
Now unless you live in a cave outside
of Dauphin, you're most likely aware Brad
Pitt and company paid Winnipeg a visit a few years back to film
scenes from the feature The Assassination of Jesse James by the
Coward Robert Ford. Outside of the ridiculously long title, early
film diaries and the recently released theatrical trailer show a film
brimming with style and classic Western drama, worthy of the
legendary outlaw and the man that wanted to become one. The
tentative release date for The Assassination is set for Sept. 21,
2007.
One of the blockbusters of the year might turn out to be
3:10 to Yuma, a remake of the 1957 gun-slinging Western. While
this film certainly isn't getting the promotion it deserves, having
Gladiator and Batman in the leading roles should help to make it
a few millions.
In this adaptation, Russell Crowe and Christian Bale battle
out along the Arizona railroads in the 1880s, with each man methodically trying to mentally break the other. And if that doesn't
work, they can always shoot each other. Watch for 3:10 to Yuma
in theatres Sept. 7, 2007.
Easily the best looking Western film yet to be released has
to be director P.T. Anderson's There Will Be Blood. Anderson,
director/writer of Punch Drunk Love, one of my favourite films
of all-time, nabbed Daniel Day-Lewis for the lead role. Lewis, who
carried Martin Scorsese's 2002 film Gangs of New York, will fit
perfectly in this Western-noir about family, greed, and oil fields
in this turn-of-the-century Texas drama. There Will Be Blood
tentatively hits theatres in limited release in late December 2007.
But without a doubt, the Western sleeper-hit of 2007 will
actually be a modern tale from the brother combo of Joel and
Ethan Coen.
No Country for Old Men, written, produced and directed by
the Coen brothers, tells the bizarre story, in typical Coen fashion,
of murder, heroin and $2-million stashed in the Rio Grande.
While it lacks the certain special spice of Steve Buscemi, it's got
Tommy Lee Jones and Woody Harrelson in the leads. I predict
this will be one of the best films of the year. Look for it in lateNov. 2007.
I hope I proved my point — Westerns are back!
But will we ever get a sequel to Paint Your Wagon?

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

As part of Youth Serves Manitoba, we have 4 positions to offer
our ABORIGINAL STUDENTS. Upon completion of 100 hours, you
will receive $500! If you complete your 100 volunteer hours by
January 11, 2008, you may reapply for an additional 100 hours
to complete before June 20, 2008. This is a great opportunity
to obtain some volunteer experience and to be involved in
college activities. All positions will be under the guidance of
the Aboriginal Student Support Centre Staff. All positions would
work together as team also known as the..." R-Crew".

*daily interest savings!

Notre Dame Campus
• Office Assistant
• Special Events Assistant
• Operations Assistant

You work hard for your money, so let us put your money to work for you! At MAXA Financial,
our daily savings rates earn you more money every day.
Visit maxafinancial.com or call toll-free 1-866-366-MAXA to learn how to put your money
to work for you today!

Daily Savings
RRSPs and GICs

Financial
Member savings and deposits at MAXA Financial are 100% guaranteed by the Credit Union Deposit Guarantee Corporation of Manitoba. MAXA Financial is a division of Westoba Credit Union Ltd.
* -Rate subject to change without notice.

Princess Street Campus
• Student Coordinator

For more information regarding job descriptions
and how to apply, please visit: www.rrc.mb.ca
under Aboriiinal Education or the
Aboriginal Student Support Centre F209.
All applicants must have a
willingness to learn and strong
ense of teamwork and dedication.
pplication deadline is

riday, September 21, 2007
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"Bang! It's Poetry!"
Winnipeggers compete in Spoken Word Festival
Christine Mazur
mazur.christine@gmail.com
On Your Marks...
Get Set...
"Bang! It's Poetry!"
A team of Winnipeggers will be heading to Halifax
this October to compete in the fourth annual Canadian
Festival of Spoken Word - it will turn poetry into a
competitive sport.
The Festival's mandate is to celebrate and promote
Spoken Word performance. Festival events, which run
from October 10-14, include workshops and performances by Canadian and international performance
poets.
There is also a Poetry Slam competition. According
to the Festival website, www.wordolympics.ca, this
unconventional and more raucous form of spoken word
emerged in the 1980s when a Chicago construction
worker organized regular poetry competitions at a local
tavern.
However even in the midst of chaos, there are
rules. Poets must present an original piece within three
minutes with no costumes or props, and they are given
marks out of ten by five impartial judges randomly
picked from the audience by the event's organizers.
This year's Team Winnipeg includes visual artist
and writer, Andrea von Wichert; photographer, musician, and chemist, Leif Norman; and Skip Stone (a.k.a.
Jon Surla). Team members were chosen after placing
in the top four in Winnipeg's own series of slam poetry
competitions which have been organized annually since
2002 by award-winning performance poet, Drek Daa.
Called "the spiritual father of slam poetry in
Winnipeg" by von Wichert, Daa prefers the term "per-

Consume Less.
Live More
.

formance poetry" to "slam poetry" which he finds "a bit
too aggressive."
Daa said the attractive thing about performance
poetry is that "its very democratic, anyone can go up
and share what they do and you get instant feedback
from the audience, so you will quickly learn what works,
what does not."
Von Wichert, who holds a degree in theatre, won
the first poetry slam she ever attended, beating out
Daa himself, and found it a great way to overcome a
debilitating stage fright she suffered from.
She observed that Winnipeg slam poetry is always
eclectic. Having witnessed last year's national competition, von Wichert said, "Winnipeg has the most
alternative, indie kind of slam" with a "weirdo underground twist."
Von Wichert described her poems as "absurdist selfconfessions," dealing with subjects of a deeply personal
nature.
As she puts it, "if I'm successful, people will laugh
at my pain."
Norman said he find inspiration from the audience
and often makes up his poems right before delivering
them.
He said fell into slam poetry by mistake, when he
attended a poetry reading with some of his original
poems to share. He said he spent the last few minutes
before his turn frantically editing his poems to fit
within the three-minute limit and ended up getting the
highest score.
The next time, he brought carefully prepared
poems but said, "it was awful."
Now he prefers not to write ahead of the event but
likes to watch what the other performers do and feed
off their performances -- be they good or bad. Then he
composes what he called "a monologue, not a poem."

The following is on excerptone of
Norrdn'S winning poems from last year.
Remember that this poem was written to
o e read out iced.
"The world is in need. of a change.
Adverbs are left starving and unde
the streets
Infinitives are split n?e cilesaly a5t hi0Ur
regard for the principles of Fung Shut
And the once mighty codpieces of old
english have been torn cruelly away
Leaving our participles dangling and
Vulnerable in the early morning breezes,
BLit poetry can save us!
Poetry can save your soul!"
from "Poetry will stop all Wars and make
world a better place'
-Leif N:
lattp:/

orm etry.ht

A good performance of anyth g, be it slam
poetry or music, says Norman, must have the
depth and scope that comes from using the
dynamics of loud and quiet - forte and
drama and melodrama.
Daa will be accompanying the team to Flalitax
and believes that this year's is "
or,gest
team Winnipeg has ever seen' i
acid shot
at doing well.
"We are strong my poetry friends.
We can make this world a better pia
us all.
Bang! it's poetry."
from Poetry will stop all wars and rr.ake t
world a better place
-Leif Norman
(http://www.lei norma

y.html)

The 1 1 th Hour Offers Hope
Nisha Tuli

editorprojector@gmail.com
As the world heats up, ice caps melt, and polar bears get
lost in the sea, a resounding message is coming from
an increasing larger corner of society. Among them are
politicians, activists and even movie stars - including
former teen heartthrob, Leonardo DiCaprio.
And while DiCaprio may seem like an unlikely hero
and champion for the environmental cause, his new
documentary, The 11th Hour, not only paints a portrait
of a dying earth but also follows it up with an all-encompassing message of hope.
The principal is similar to Al Gore's, An Inconvenient
Truth, but where his endless Power Point presentation
was a bit stodgy, The 11th Hour manages to inform and
entertain in a way the former vice president could not.
Where Gore was front and center in his environmental documentary (as he makes his way around
in a private jet and his Lincoln Towncar), DiCaprio's
presence on screen is almost invisible. Acting only as a
narrator for the views of almost 50 experts, an astounding amount of information is delivered in a compelling
manner.
A powerful soundtrack replete with the likes of Sigur
Ros and Coldplay becomes the backdrop for an elegantly
delivered set of arguments by some of the world's most
renowned environmentalists, politicians and scientists.
Among them is our own David Suzuki, who is
described as an "environmentalist," which seems like a

woefully inadequate description of his contribution to
the planet.
Suzuki presents a rather surprising and interesting
calculation - one that purports that the same industries
that are killing the planet would have to spend an estimated $35 trillion a year to pay for technology that does
the same things nature does for free (i.e. the pollination of flowers and the conversion of CO2 into oxygen
normally done by trees.)
But where The 11th Hour falls short is where every
environmental documentary seems to fall short - most
of this information isn't new. Anyone with some education about the environment will not be surprised by
most of what they hear.
However, what it lacks in new information becomes
second to the movie's more important message - it's not
too late.
After viewers have been bombarded with the stark
and sometimes chilling facts about our planet, the
movie takes a different direction and offers a message of
hope. As green designers, architects and activists move
on to the screen, the idea that we can make a difference
becomes clear.
The 11th Hour's experts predict that we could
conceivably reduce our global footprint by 90 per cent.
They also say, that we as individuals can be a part of it
by lobbying our politicians to change their policies, no
longer accepting the status quo, and even making a
statement every time we put down a dollar and choose
to buy something.
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"So Many Books, So Little Time"
Jennifer Ryan
jryan 1 1 @hotmail.com

"Where do I find the time for not reading so many books?"
- Karl Kraus
Some instructors like to ease us back into the school
year: get to know everyone, go over the syllabus, maybe
do a few short exercises, that sort of thing. By the way,
if you have one of these instructors, have you thanked
him or her lately? Other, slightly frantic, instructors
(you can recognize them by their mussed-up hair and
the manic gleam in their eyes) prefer to toss tests and
texts at you as they exclaim, half to themselves, "We
need to make up for lost time! Good God, did nothing
sink in from last year? What are they teaching you in
high school?!"
Either way, most of us some of us - OK, a handful
of us - are now making our steady way through the
Chapter Ones of various text books. But with piles of
homework threatening to drown us in a couple short
months, where will we find the time to read the books
we want to read?
One strategy is to give up on reading that is
unrelated to school altogether and settle for devouring
a couple of books during the holiday break. But think of
all the great books you'd miss out on. And wouldn't you

like to avoid the conversation that follows your wellmeaning uncle's inquiry about what you're reading?
"Fundamental Accounting Principles by Larson and
Jensen, 12th edition? Oh yes, I've heard good things
about that one. Haven't had a chance to pick it up yet."
The second - and in my opinion, more favourable
- strategy is to bring a book everywhere, and read it in
those little pockets of time that would, really, not be
conducive to studying anyhow. Just today, I was rewarded with a particularly overcrowded, and, therefore,
longer bus ride. Too noisy to concentrate on a textbook,
and I got ten extra minutes with my novel! Ahh, bless
public transit.
I'll admit this strategy does require some sacrifice. I
would not recommend attempting "War and Peace," for
instance. Remember, you need to carry this book everywhere. Is there room in your already-bursting school
bag for it? Also, you have to be able to jump in and out
of this book, reading only snippets at a time. "War and
Peace" is, perhaps, better suited to long, uninterrupted
stretches of time.
If you decide to go with Strategy # 2, select those
books wisely. But don't be afraid to move beyond typical beach reads. Every now and then, a small pocket of
time could turn into a rainy Sunday afternoon curled
up with a good book.

What the Heck is She
Nattering On About Now?
avw@mts.net

Episode Two: Are you
confused yet? I sure am.

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!

What the fuck is going on? I feel
mostly confused. This "new student number deal" at the college:
I've already lost the letter they
sent telling me that I have a NEW
STUDENT NUMBER -- all previous numbers and student
identification are null and void. But, I don't need a new
student CARD - I can use my old one ... the one with
the number on it that isn't supposed to work anymore.
Huh? . . . good thing I started reading George Orwell this
week ("The Road to Wigan Pier" should be required reading for young socialists and emo-kids.)
Where was I? Confusion ... oh yeah, I've been mulling over concepts like tolerance and compassion; mainly
because I'm so fucking irritable. Case in point: riding
home from the Y Downtown, I cut through Central Park
on my bike. As I pass these young black kids "chillin'
with their homies" (or whatever it is they do here in
Winnipeg) in their "gangsta wear," I hear one of them yell
"Hey bitch!" and I see red. I wheel around; say something
like "What the fuck?" because really, unless we've dated,
how could you know?
"No, no, not you." Buddy proceeds to tell me he
was actually talking to 'his man' over there and I just
happened to hear and stop. Fine. Then he looks at me
and says "But why'd YOU stop? ARE you a bitch?" Here
we go again. I bite my tongue - really I haven't the time
to lecture about respect to this kid who for all I know
was some kind of child soldier in Somalia, has changed
careers to drug dealing, is packing heat and doesn't have
any patience for the lippy-cracker-bitch that's getting in
his face.
So I ride off, pondering. Can I be tolerant of and
have compassion for this little prick even if he were to
persist in his lippiness? Especially when I insist on thinking of him as "this little prick?" Maybe developing "tolerance," noble attribute that it sounds, is uncomfortable
and difficult and consists in part in cultivating a level of
compassion for my own prejudices and judgements? Just
letting all those hateful and impatient murmurings rattle
around in my skull without giving them any resonant
power in the world.
Confusing Life Fact: things that are good for you can
be unpleasant and uncomfortable. (And does anyone
really expect me to learn that new number thing, if my
card's got the old one on it?)
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Superficial Rantings of Celebrity Gossip Junkie
healthprojector@gmail.com
Last issue, I claimed I wouldn't
talk about Paris or Britney.
I lied.
Really, I can't ignore some
of the biggest celebrity stories
out there, a lot of which involve
some seriously misguided
women with some seriously
messed up problems. Why
these attention-seeking starlets insist on partying
sans underwear, getting pregnant by men they've
known for all of two minutes and feeding Cheetos
to said babies (I kid you not — Britney reportedly
transferred her disgusting eating habits to her

spawn) is beyond me, but hey, to each her
own.
Let's examine our first offender: Paris
Hilton. Sure, her 23-day stint in the slammer may have "changed" her, but deep
down, she's still the useless, table-dancing
socialite we all know and love. The paparazzi seem to have left her alone for the time
being, because really, how interesting is a
charitable Hilton?
I'm just waiting for the next sex tape to
surface — then, at least I'll have more ammo.
Hot on Paris's heels is her friend (and
former frenemy) Nicole Richie, another
socialite who will forever be branded as a
good-for-nothing ex-reality television star.
Richie made headlines this summer with
her shocking pregnancy (daddy
is Good Charlotte frontman Joel
Madden, her boyfriend of about
a year). Oh, and she also served a
grand total of 82 minutes in jail
for an impaired driving charge,
stemming from a December
arrest in which she drove the
wrong way down an LA freeway
and admitted to smoking marijuana and
taking Vicodin.
A model parent in the making.
Lindsay Lohan is just too easy. Next.
I saved the best for last. While I was
dutifully working my nine-to-five job,
Britney Spears changed men faster than
you can say "washed-up" and her ex-husband subpoenaed her employees, friends
and rehab facility in a custody battle
that's heating up to be one of the biggest
celebrity battles in years.
You know it's gotta be bad if K-Fed
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comes out looking like the good guy!
The editors of OK! magazine also claim the pop
tart acted completely loony during her supposed
comeback interview — after wiping her greasy
hands on a designer dress, letting her dog poop on
another and going to the bathroom with the door
open, she proceeded to walk out of the interview
before it was finished.
I'm not sure why these women act the way they
do. Maybe it's mental instability, maybe it's drugs
or maybe it's a desperate cry for attention.
I may be a woman, but I can admit it: women
are crazy.
Hey, it just provides more material for my
column.
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PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

We are currently hiring for the position of
Market Research Interviewer.

Earn valuable experience & extra money during the school term.

FOR POST-SECONDARY STUDENTS

Requirements:
• Excellent communication skills
• Dedication to professionalism and adherence to our
highly specialized research standards
• Proven keyboarding skills

We offer:
• Part-time positions and a flexible scheduling program
with the opportunity to work up to 40 hours per week
• Excellent pay rates, performance based premiums,
holidays, and great benefits
• A diverse and vibrant work environment

How to apply:
Drop by our office or apply online:
Attention: Recruitment Coordinator
175 Carlton Street, 2nd Floor (Human Resources)
Phone: 204.975.3370 • Fax: 204.949.9371
www.ipsos-na.comicareers

Ipsos Direct

Manitoba Mentorships

Part-Time STEP

Explore career possibilities

Part - time employment

Engage in part-time

and establish contacts that
may lead to employment
prospects following
graduation. Employers
provide training and
mentorship and receive
wage incentives for up to
200 hours of employment.

with provincial government
departments and related
organizations. Register
with STEP Services to be
considered for job referrals.
On-line registration:

community service with
incorporated non-profit
organizations or registered
chartities. Students will
receive a $50o bursary
upon completion of loo
hours of service. Complete
the first loo hours and
become eligible for a
second bursary.

www.studentjobs.gov.mb.ca

Youth Serves Manitoba

For information and applications call or visit:
Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, MB4Youth Division,
310-800 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB R3G oN4
Telephone ( 2 04) 945 - 3556 • Toll Free 1-80o-282-8069 (ext. 3556)
Website: www.mb4youth.ca
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In Fashion
sarzy_blondin@hotmail.com

Fall for Fashion
The leaves are turning from a ripe
green to a rosy red. The warm
breeze from the south is shifting
into a chill from the north. The sun
is going to bed earlier. Your cute
wedge heels are trading spots in the
closet with those killer black ankle
boots. Your favourite sundress is
losing a battle against the warm cable-knit sweater.
The shift from balmy summer days to darker, colder
ones seems to happen almost overnight. Don't get
caught with your pants down. Cushion the blow with all
of the must-have looks for fall — at least you know you'll
be looking damn good doing it!
Animal prints have inspired many designers this fall.
That sweet leopard print mini-dress is proving to be as
inescapable as the wild animal it's modeled after. These
prints are on everything from tunics to party dresses this
season.
Neutral colours like pale khaki and rich mahogany
from fall '06 have been outshone by the colours of
new. Juicy watermelon, rich poppy,
sultry sapphire, zucchini green
and canary yellow are tickling the
senses and making for the most
wonderful colour combinations
this fall.
As for pants, you can join
the elegant ranks of Hepburn
by wearing a fluid wide leg
trouser. Or, if you can, pull
on a tight pair of "skinnies"
— worn with a sexy
heel or tucked into
boots, they make for
a stunningly sleek
silhouette.
Pump up the
volume on blouses
and jackets with
ruffles and lace.
This romantic,
ultra-feminine trend
looks perfect paired
with jeans or a tuxedo. It's
a pinch of sweetness with a little spice.
Cable-knit, kimono cardigans and sweater coats can
keep us warm and stylish at the same time. What girl
doesn't love to feel cozy and chic wearing her favourite
sweater? Pair it with leggings and it's like you never left
your PJs.
A pair of flat boots is a must-have for fall. Boots are
coming out in all different colours, in suedes and leathers
and ankle-length, under or over the knee — you really
can't go wrong. You just may have to buy a few pairs!
The summer sun may still be shining, but in the
shadows lurks the unforgiving winter. Make the process
as painless as possible — go shopping!
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Shoe brand's popularity
is a crock of bull
Rhiannon Maskiw-Connelly
rhiannonmaskiw-connelly@hotmail.com
They're everywheie.
I see them in the mall. I see them at school. I see
them when I walk my dog in the park. I see them on
children, on seniors, on adults and worst of all, on
young adults. It seems that I cannot escape them. They
make me shudder. They make me cringe. They make me
want to vomit.

The culprit? Crocs.
In case you've been living under a rock, Crocs are
hideous rubber shoes with large round holes in the top
and a rubber strap at the heel. They come in every color
imaginable and are made in virtually every shoe size,
from toddler to adult.
A more positive definition? According to the Crocs
website, www.crocs.com, "Crocs are committed to making a lightweight, comfortable, slip-resistant, fashionable and functional shoe."
Fashionable? Don't even get me started.
I hate these things. I don't care if they're comfortable. I don't care if they're cheap. I don't care if it is
soon discovered that they can make me fly. I refuse to
buy a pair. As far as I'm concerned, anyone who cares
about fashion AT ALL would never come within 10 feet
of these things.
But for those who are not fashion-conscious, these
shoes are an extremely popular choice. Many people
wear these shoes not only at home and while running
errands, but to work as well, especially those who are

on their feet all day. The shoes have become increasingly popular in hospitals among nurses and doctors,
who often work twelve-hour shifts.
Lindsay Beaudry, 25, has been a nurse at the
Selkirk Mental Centre for the last two-and-a-half years.
She says that when she started wearing Crocs to work,
she was the only one. "No one really wore them. But
now, more and more people are; people really love them
now."
Although nurses and doctors have nothing but
praise for the shoes' comfort, the Winnipeg Regional
Health Authority (WRHA) decided it was time to look
over the safety factor after several other jurisdictions
began questioning the shoes' ability to properly protect
feet. The issue of concern regards the possibility of
needles or bodily fluids falling through the holes on the
top of the shoes, threatening both injury and contamination/infection.
The WRHA recently announced that they had
completed their safety review and that Crocs do not
pose any safety or health risks to healthcare workers or
to patients.
Heidi Graham, spokeswoman for the WRHA, told
the Winnipeg Free Press that they "see no reason to
be concerned about Crocs" and that reports of safety
issues with Crocs are sparse and no incidents have occurred in Winnipeg.
Much to the pleasure of many healthcare workers
(and to my own personal dismay), it looks like Crocs are
here to stay.

CONNECT...
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Resumes // cover letters
Interview preparation // mock interview
Current labour market information
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Personal Trainer has
Personal Touch
Meghan Duffy

meghanduffy@hotmail.com
Jordan Cieciwa, owner of Professional Edge Fitness and
Conditioning gym, has a great outlook on life and the
gym.
"Keep it simple," he said.
With each of his clients, Cieciwa, 26, focuses on
increasing his or her energy, strength and stamina
by designing a challenging but unique workout plan.
When it comes to his clients, he has no age restrictions,
but he wants clients who are focused and dedicated.
Not only does he personalize every workout, he also
helps each client make healthier choices by promoting a
positive and healthy lifestyle.
Growing up, Cieciwa spent more time in hospitals
than he did at school. At age 12, he was diagnosed with
lymphoma cancer, an event that changed his life. It was
not until the age of 16 that Cieciwa started recovering
and was back at school full-time. During this time, he
immediately knew that he wanted a career helping
others; the nutrition and fitness aspect came naturally.
When he first opened his gym in 2003 at age 22, he was
one of the youngest entrepreneurs in Manitoba.
The certified fitness consultant has also received
his strength and conditioning certificate, along with his
degree in physical activity and sports studies. His impressive resume includes strength training the national
volleyball team, conditioning the national soccer team
and all-around endurance training for many professional hockey and football players.
"I create athleticism by increasing their balance,
making them stronger, bigger and faster through oneon-one training. From here, the coach can mold them
into a better player," Cieciwa explains.
Hockey player Andrew Hewett, 17, is just one

of many athletes who train with Cieciwa during the
off-season. Training with him since 2004, Hewett is
currently playing AAA hockey and has been drafted
into the Western Hockey League (WHL). The honour
roll student, who can now bench-press 250 pounds, has
come a long way with the help of Cieciwa.
"Jordan has gotten me in the best possible shape
so I can perform to the best of my ability on ice," said
Hewett, adding that he hopes to play hockey for as long
as he can and that he knows training is a key ingredient
to his success.
Although he works with several athletes, Cieciwa
also caters to a wide range of businesspeople on strict
timelines. Some of his clients come during their lunch
hours and want a short, but effective, workout, and
Cieciwa gives them just that. He also travels to numerous businesses and will do, what he calls, a "Lunch and
Learn," in which he takes a lunch hour to explain various health tips and tries to get more people motivated.
Cieciwa also does "Wellness Group Setups," which
consist of getting people started with the basic equipment. He describes it as simply knowing what to buy
and how to begin, and that's exactly where he comes in.
"The goal is to purchase equipment that is easy to
use. Streamline equipment is great for people just getting started and will also challenge the fittest people at
the company," he said.
Cieciwa plans to take Professional Edge Fitness
and Conditioning across the country, opening up gyms
in every major city. His fitness facility, located at 16-5
Scurfield Blvd., offers some of the latest equipment and
also has a full-time massage therapist. Eventually, he
would like to offer a variety of classes such as yoga and
aerobics.
"I plan on taking my gym all over Canada, but to me,
Winnipeg will always be my home," he said.

Indoor ultimate really
taking off in Winnipeg
Richaid Bracken

rbracken29@gmail.com

People who enjoy playing outdoor sports during the
summer may find it tough living in Winnipeg. Sure, our
summers are, for the most part, warm and sunny, with
plenty of outdoor sporting organizations to choose
from. But this pleasant season unfortunately does not
last very long. Ultimate Frisbee players understand
this, and they came up with the idea of indoor ultimate
Frisbee so they can play the sport they love throughout
the cold winter months.
The rules of ultimate Frisbee (ultimate for short)
are fairly straightforward. Similar to football, the object
of the game is to catch a pass in the opposing team's
end zone. When a player is in possession of the Frisbee
(or disc, as it is commonly referred to), he or she must
stand where they catch it. The player may pivot to make
a pass, but cannot move from the position from which
they received the pass.
Because indoor fields are smaller, some minor
changes had to be made. For example, outdoor ultimate
has seven players per side on the field, whereas indoor
has only five. Also, the amount of time a player has to
pass the disc in indoor ultimate is five to seven seconds,
while in outdoor, it is always ten seconds.
Danny Saunders, executive director of the
Manitoba Organization of Disc Sports (MODS), agreed,
"There is not a big difference between indoor and
outdoor ultimate."
Apart from these minor changes in regulations,
it seems that interest in indoor ultimate is definitely
there.
While Saunders noted that outdoor ultimate is
"growing every year," mainly because it is considered
an outdoor sport and there are more fields to play on,
he also said that "indoor has remained fairly steady,"
meaning players are returning to play the game every
winter.
Sarah Chammartin, 20, tried indoor ultimate for
one season. She said the "smaller-scale, faster-pace
style" of the sport appealed to her, and she liked the
idea that she could play throughout the winter season.
However, Chammartin did say that she prefers
outdoor ultimate because of the co-ed leagues (indoor
leagues are not co-ed). But she points out that "indoor
is more leisurely, not intimidating, which some people
may prefer."
If you are interested in playing indoor ultimate or
want to learn more about the sport, check out www.
mods.mb.ca for more information.

derek jory,Thatr ail.corn

Hooked on the
Goldeyes
The Believe it or not, baseball
can actually be exciting.
Some of you think I am nuts
for suggesting that baseball
could he boring in the first
place, but the rest of you know
what Lain talking about..
America's pastime is one of the only sports out there
where you can sleep through half the gain and not
miss anything. About as exciting as watching your
grandma knit a sweater, baseball games are typically
not a must-see event for me, and that is the mindset
I had going into my job as communications assistant
With the Winnipeg Goldeyes baseball team this past
summer.
Let's just say things changed for me in a hurry.
Walking into CanWest Global Park for the first time
really opened my eyes, I haven't been in too many
ball parks to compare, but the Goldeyes certainly
have some sweet digs to call home. As I was in charge
of creating a Fish Lines game program for each home
series, attending games wasn't in my job description, but it wasn't long before I was making regular
appearances at the ball park to take in the great
atmosphere.
At first I would bring a newspaper or magazine along
to the game with me in fear of falling, into a coma,
but midway through my first: month of Goldeyes
games, something happened; I was having fun!
Winnipeg was struggling on the field, but it was what
was happening between innings and throughout
the dull moments of the game that reeled me in.
The Goldeyes' personnel know how to put on a. show
for the fans, and the fans respond by committing
themselves to the team,
By the time you read this, the Goideyes will either
be midway through an opening round playoff series,
or the players will have gone home. Regardless of
whether the team plays late into September or not,
2007 was another successful season for the Fish.
With an announced crowd of 8,155 for tan appreciation night on Aug. 28, the Goldeyes eclipsed the
300,000-fan mark for the sixth straight season,
finishing with the best attendance in all independent
League baseball.
Gc.)1deyes aver
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Your 'rents basement isn't
as bad as you think
Sula Johnson

sula.johnson@gmail.com
"Room for Rent" signs are taking over our neighborhoods. On the list of what's hip, blowing all of your
cash on some fancy new apartment is out, and settling
for a small mattress at your parent's house is back in.
More and more students are moving back in with Mom
and Dad.
So why the sudden switch?
There are a few reasons this trend is becoming
popular. For one, there isn't as much of a stigma attached to living with your parents as there used to be.
You aren't labelled as some huge geek because you are
making the decision to save some money, spend time
with family and focus on other things, such as school.
Pressure to get a higher education can also lead
to some pretty heavy student debts. More people are
completing their post-secondary education, and making the transition back into your old room is becoming
the new "thing."
It's•often unfeasible to work and go to school fulltime. When that happens, it's common for either your
education or your sanity to be compromised.
But students aren't moving back home just for

financial reasons. The child-parent roles are changing,
and students and parents are leaning on each other
more and more for emotional support.
Zac Minuk, a 24-year-old Red River College student, moved back in with his family after three years of
living alone.
"I'm relating more to my dad as an adult. It brought
us closer than ever," he said of the transition. "It can be
lonely living alone and spending all your money on rent.
Now I can live somewhere stable. It's nice to be around
people and you always have support."
Richard Bolton, a 25-year-old environmental
studies grad from the University of British Columbia,
also moved back in with his parents after living in
Vancouver for five years.
"It's a tough transition for both parents and students. It's hard because I've learned to live on my own,
but parents have a hard time leaving the parental role,"
Bolton said.
Bolton is now completing his grad school applications for the next year.
"Not having to concentrate on making rent allows
me to focus on my grad school applications and save .
my money," he said.

One blink is all it takes
Sarah Blondin

sarah.blondin@gmail.com
How many times a day do you stop yourself from saying
what you're thinking for fear of being vulnerable or
rejected? How many times do you dream of better days
to come? How many times do you tell yourself there's
always tomorrow?
In the blink of an eye, things change. Imagine you
were driving your car over the bridge in Minneapolis.
The bridge collapses; you're dead.
One blink.
Picture yourself as one of those three girls waiting
for a cab on Fort Street outside of Metro. Someone
drives by and shoots you; you're lying on the operating
table.
One blink.
Why not you? Why would this never happen to
you?
The world is changing: more tragedies, more
disasters, more war, more weapons, more fear. Less
love, less compassion, less consciousness. With all that
is going on, one needs to realize: there is no promise of
tomorrow. I don't mean to instigate fear, but the call to
embrace life more fully is getting louder, to experience
everyday like it could be your last. This way of living
might allow you to see what a beautiful, abundant and
meaningful life you have.
One of my favorite lines from the movie "Field of
Dreams" is when the character Doc says, "You know,
we don't recognize the most significant moments in

our life while they are happening." He goes on to say, "I
thought, well, there will be other days. I didn't realize
this was the only day."
This idea of living in every moment, of listening to
those pangs of instinct that tell me to write my mom
a love note or to email my dad to tell him I remember
how he used to bring me lollipops after work, dawned
on me when I saw a dear friend in the hospital, fighting
for her life.
Ashley Koley learned the hard way, but it's a lesson
she is grateful for now, after having recovered from her
illness.
Ashley contracted a disease called Hemolytic
Uremic Syndrome (HUS), which is caused primarily by
the strain of bacteria Escherichia coli, better known as
E.coli. This rare but dangerous type of E.coli affects the
body's red blood cells, the kidneys, and in some cases,
the brain. From what she got sick, no one knows, but it
landed her in the hospital for a month.
After five seizures, memory loss and her kidneys
and vision almost failing, Ashley sums up her experience as "necessary." She says that she needed to have
her eyes opened, that her close call has taught her to
appreciate her life more, and that she's most grateful
for having learned it now.
Those little instincts, that little voice, aren't inherent in every one of us to be ignored. So next time, try
to stop and smell that flower, tell someone thank you
or say hello to a stranger. I promise you, the world will
open up to you, and everyone will love you for it.

"Let me get you something. My
treat!"
I turned the offer down. I could
certainly buy my own coffee. After
all, I was there to read his cards, to
help him.
However, I am now wondering
if I was really doing him a favour by not accepting any
form of payment or reciprocity for my services.
I read tarot cards. It's been a decade-long journey
through which I have been blessed to a few nurturing
teachers, as well as many amazing individuals who have
opened themselves up and allowed me to read their
cards.
Because a tarot reading is an intimate thing, it has
taken anywhere from twenty minutes to two hours to
read someone's cards. Often, it becomes less about the
cards, and more about the inner workings of the person
before me. I have seen people transform from scoffers
to believers. I have seen people cry from the pains of
burden. I have seen the development of a special kind of
trust. There's no doubt that I have helped people. I think
that the process allows them to put their own lives into
perspective.
By helping someone in the way I do, am I retaining a
piece of that person's soul? Am I leaving that person with
a guilty conscience? It's easy to be holier than thou and
say, "It's a gift. Don't worry about it." However, I'm coming to realize that reciprocation is a natural human trait.
If you buy someone lunch, he will, undoubtedly, feel
compelled to return the favour because humans don't
like to be indebted to others.
A teacher of mine once told me that she doesn't
charge for the spiritual work she does, but rather for the
time she spends doing it. She said it was just easier for
both herself and the client. Before that, she had people
constantly buying her gifts, trying to pay her back. But,
by charging a fee, she claimed that awkwardness was
eliminated.
A few years ago, I did take the professional plunge.
I was quite the novelty at parties. I was amazed that no
one batted an eye at my fee of $20 per reading. I felt a
little guilty taking the money. It took me a long while to
finally spend it. But I have to realize that these people
had faith in me. Maybe I just need a little more faith in
myself.
I have developed a deep connection with every
single person I have ever read for. I love reading cards.
I will never give this up. And, while I don't see myself
going back to charging anytime soon, I realize now that
it wouldn't be such a bad thing to accept the next cup of
coffee I'm offered.
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Connecting on
Campus - Man's One
Night Stands
zachregiec@hotmail.com

Many people have done it, most lie
about it and almost all of us have
fantasized about it. It's that sexual
tension, that primal urge in us to
conquer, that connection that needs
to be satisfied - it's the one night
stand. The description of a one
night stand varies. For me, the ONS can be divided into
two categories:
NEVER KNEW HER AND NEVER SAW HER AGAIN
Yes, it has happened... you were at the club or a
house party, a cool chick caught your eye and you ended
up shagging her at the end of the night. The "never knew
her" is the more healthy and the least complicated of
the two ONSs. The reason that the connection was so
burning hot was because there were no attachments, and
when you got it on, there were no inhibitions either. You
weren't worried about the size of your gut or your rod
for that matter, because you will never share sentences
with that ONS again. I hope you enjoyed it, because life
is about memories and stories, and here is another good
one to tell your buddies or write about in your journal.
The urge to have sex is in all of us - don't fight it,
just be smart about it. Use protection, be attentive to her
needs and yours and be somewhat selective. If you saw
her trying to chat up the bartender, bouncer, DJ or the
regular who's playing VLTs, you should probably avoid
the ONS, because it's really not worth it.
Yes, it's easy, but it'll cause a worse headache than a
bottle of Jagermeister in a hot tub.
KNEW HER AND JUST HAD TO
The second ONS is way more complicated and should
really be reflected upon before going through with it. For
every year that you have known her, blatantly and aggressively seek other options for that night. I'm serious.
If you have known her for five years, then call, email,
hit on, chat up or text at least five women before you go
through with the "knew her and just had to" ONS. I'm
not talking hit on someone passively either. I'm saying
buy drinks for, proposition or put yourself out there
to many ladies before going through with nailing your
friend, acquaintance or colleague.
The reason I advise this is because drilling your
friend is not always the smartest decision. Most people
are tempted, which should be a comforting thought to
your devious brain, but the people who practice the most
self-control when it comes to screwing their friends tend
to, have a way better group of friends in the long run.
"Women friends" are worth their weight in gold, but if
you are sexually bankrupt, go ahead and cash one in;
however, be aware that it may not be worth it.
I'm not saying to NEVER act on the "knew her and
just had to" ONS , I'm just advising you to think about
the ramifications and put out plenty of feelers to other
women before being so short-sighted that you shag your
friend, acquaintance or, colleague. If you do act on the
"knew her and just had to," make sure the two of communicate after the romp about what expectations lie ahead.
Don't bail out of the sex scene without having somewhat
of a conversation about what took place and how the two
of you will deal with it in the future.
So, if the ONS happens, don't fret. You are not the
only one with that skeleton in your closet; in fact, many
people I know have cemeteries in there! It happens way
more than people let on. The ONS happens because deep
down inside, many of us are eager to get down and dirty
with an attractive woman if she gives us the signals to do so.
'

Woman's One Night Stands
rhiannonmaskiw-connelly@hotmail.com

One night stands.
In a world where sex sells and
desire dominates, these random
hook-ups aren't rare. We see them
in movies, on television shows and
read about them in books. These
exciting stories are always found
in the pages of Cosmopolitan and
other popular women's magazines, and they rarely shock
the readers; in fact, the majority are sent in by readers
and are assumingly true.
Personally, I can't say that I have ever had a one
night stand. I've spent a lot of evenings in various clubs
around the city, and I admit that I have met several men
at these bars. I would often let them buy me a drink,
I would dance with them for a while, and sometimes,
depending on how many double gins I had had, some
swapping of spit may have occurred. But somehow,
whenever it came time to leave for the night, I never
accepted their offers.
I didn't have a definite reason for it. My friends were
all doing it, and it didn't really bother me. I didn't think
any less of them, and I enjoyed hearing the stories.
I wasn't intimidated by these men - after all, I knew
I wouldn't be seeing them again.
So was it my values? Now I admit, I am somewhat of
a hopeless romantic. But after so many failed relation-

ships and terrible dates, I had sort of given up on the
idea; I had decided I would only date for fun. So there
was no moral conflict for me.
The only reasonable explanation I can come up with
is self-respect. I'm not some sort of advocate for saving myself for marriage or anything along those lines,
but in my eyes, sex should mean something. Yes, it's a
physical thing, but it's also the most intimate thing you
can do with another person. If I don't feel comfortable
with someone and have softie sort of emotional connection with them, I don't feel right climbing into bed with
them.
One of the worst feelings you can ever encounter in
a relationship is feeling used - finding out that somebody lied to you, cheated on you or never felt the way
they pretended to feel. I know that if I slept with some
complete stranger, I would feel used, and would therefore lose some respect for myself, because I just can't see
sex as a purely physical endeavour.
And perhaps that's why I haven't had a one night
stand.
I'm not saying people that do have no respect of
themselves. I just think that those people can have sex
without getting emotionally attached - they ARE able
to experience it only in the physical sense. And I think
that as sex becomes more prevalent and less taboo, the
number of people who see it this way will continually
increase.
I'm just not one of those people.

WHO MAKES A GOOD ONE NIGHT STAND?
1. Natalie Portman
2. Someone in town for the weekend
3. A cool chick that you have never seen before
4. That girl who lives on her own who you just met at school
5. A friend of a friend

WHO MAKES A BAD ONE NIGHT STAND?
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1. A good girl friend
2. A colleague
3. A woman who just broke up with her boyfriend
4. The drunk girl chatting- up the bouncer
5. Your boss :::

With the money you save you can buy
tons of extra books. Right?
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